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Sorry, your browser doesn't support HTML5 videos. Download it. 1 hrs ago 2 hours ago need floor equipment? we can help . DJ products - Parts, charts, guides, and support model 1 support model selection below to see parts with more than 66,000 square feet of secure fence service and storage area and 12,000 square feet under the roof, cuddy cards
equipped to do all your warranty and services needed for your golf cart. Our certified technicians can properly detect and repair your cart no matter how minor or major the repair. Lifting and delivery are also provided to all our service customers. We highly recommend annual services are done on all trolleys! These preventive maintenance services will help
to reduce costly repairs and ensure many hours of carefree enjoyment of you. The annual service on the electric cart consists of bottom-up/top-down washing pressure with wheels off, rotating tires, lobe chassis, front suspension, hub bearings &amp; cables, checking electrical connections, on fault codes, high-off batteries with fault water, load test batteries,
coat terminals, scuff and brake adjustments, adjusting pedal assembly and park brakes, alignment check and tire pressure 20PSI. For information about the charging system for our club car a PDF is made available to you. An annual service on a gas basket includes bottom-up/top-down washing pressure with off wheel, rotary rubber, lobe chassis, front
suspension, hub bearings &amp; cables, electrical system check and voltage regulator, bonding adjustment, pedal assembly setting and park brake, check level and 20 PSI tire pressure. Change filters and plugs if needed, clean and adjust carbohydrates, change oil, change clean clutches and lobes, check the belts. We strongly recommend that an annual
service be performed on your shopping cart annually! Serial numbers will be required when grading the service or ordering new/replacement parts for your club car. Follow the instructions below to easily find your club car serial number. Barcode Location: (Two possible locations) 1: Installed under your passenger-side cup holder - decal code bar can be
found. 2: Above the accelerator or brake pedal – a bar code rig can be found. (Example SN: PH0703-123456) PH = Precedent Electric 07 = 2007 Model Year 03 = Third production week 123456 = Unique Car ID The letter(s) at the beginning of the serial number indicate the vehicle model (it could be one or two letters) The following four digits indicate the
model year and production week which the car was built. Six figures are modeled after Hiphen represents a unique sequence number assigned to each vehicle built within a year. Please note our serial number is not included in letter o - be sure to enter the 0.Pulls cart number pulls up to £1,500 trolley pulls up to £3,000 trolley pulls up to £10,000 cart pulls up
to £50,000 trolley pulls up 3000 lbs Pulls wagon carts up to 10,000 lbs Pulls wagon carts up to 20,000 lbs Transports materials up to 1000 lbs Transports up materials to 1000 lbs Transports materials up to 3000 lbs Transports materials up to 3000 lbs Transports materials up to 1000 lbs Transports materials up to 3000lbs Transports materials up to 1000
3000 lbs Transports materials up to 10,000 lbs Transports materials up to 3000 lbs Transports materials up to 10,000 lbs Remotely transport materials up to 10,000 lbs Rider/Walkie transport materials up to 3000 lbs Pulls carts up to 10,000 lbs Pulls rail cars up to 200,000 lbs Lifts and transports carpet rolls up to 1500 lbs Pushes round materials up to
20,000 lbs Pulls 4-swiveled wheeled carts up to 20,0 00 lbs Transports drums up to 1000 lbs Pulls linen carts up to 1500 lbs The CartCaddy5WP HD motorized cartized mover is a heavy-duty battery powered cart mover designed to push, drag, or maneuver trolley or equipment up to 50,000 pounds. Cuddy Card5WP HD is a heavy upgrade to
CartCaddy5WP. The greater weight increases over the stretch drive tires, allowing the power cart mover to push and pull heavier loads is one of the most common card applications ofcaddy5WP HD motorized cart trolley with two straight custers and two front rotating custers. When attached to the rotating custer, the Dolly CartCaddyHD move provides
pressing and pulling power that is necessary for easy rotation and smooth maneuvering with cart mover. CartCaddy5WP's heavy duty has pushing and pulling power, which is required for smooth rotation and maneuvering with CC5WP HD. At the end of your 5 wheel arm is an electric lift kit that can pose and down, securely attach custom cart attachment to
the bottom of each cart. And once the attachment is securely attached, the motorized cart mover can be axial full 180 degrees under the arm, allowing for a cuddy card without jackknifing the cart. Plus, the lifting motion is the weight transfer from the load to the drive tires of the Motorized Cart Mover for the extra traction required in pulling these heavy trolleys.
Depending on the size and style of the cart casters, as well as the floor status, the cuddy card can pull or squeeze up to £20,000. Reducing forktruck traffic and removing possible damage is the results of cuddy card execution. Increasingly, companies are moving to the production floor without forklifts. Bulky forklifts, formerly a staple in material handling, are
replaced with a more motorized basket mover, a motorized back walk. The safety and operating costs/maintenance of high forklifts are two main reasons manufacturing is changing its approach to material handling. The CaddyHD card comes standard with a 36-volt system, 3 12 volt batteries, designed to give the operator 8 hours of continuous use, without
moving a cart, before recharging. A large amount of battery life usually lasts two shifts. mover has variable speed getting a twist for the front and Cart direction from 0 to 3 mph. The variable speed feature ergonomically corrects the carpal tunnel barrier, allowing the operator to maintain smooth control while complicating the trolley. CartCaddy5Ws' ability to go
3 mph allows CartCaddy to keep up with the operator without the frustration of waiting for a car operating slowly when operating units from point A to B through their facility. The safety stop switch located behind the handle bar box immediately stops the mover when pressed to avoid any possible damage from operating the device and pulling a cart. This
feature should be motorized when buying any cart mover. The electric lift option and custom attachment prevent you from having to build multiple attachments on any of your cart or equipment. The MotorizedCaddyHD card lowers the Mover arm cart and increases to connect tightly to the bottom of your cart. The weight is transferred from your cart to the
front drive wheel of the puller for a better stretch when moving your load. Cuddy's card is designed for easy and thrust maneuvering of your loads. After the arm is tightly attached to your baskets or equipment, the unit can center the full 180 degrees under the arm. This feature allows to convert your loads full 90 degrees without jack weaving your cart or
manually turning your front load. Features of Standard Heavy Duty Steel Frame 3000 Diaphragm / Transaxle High Speed Speed Neutral Brake Throttle Adjustable Acceleration / Brake 36v(3) 115 Amp Battery Variable Speed Warp Grip 0-3 mph Forward / Reverse Non-Marking Foam FilledTires Safety Stop Switch Battery Indicator Automatic Discharge
Indicator Optional Motorized Charger Cart Mover Wheel Features 5 Wheel Arm Electric LiftIng Kit Custom Attachment Maintenance Battery Safety Horn/Flash Light Cpu Charger Dual Wheel Kit Mover Drive Power Kit Steering Wheel Extra Weight Pintel Noch Solid Fork Truck Tires From Industrial Electric Cart Pusher and Puller CartCaddy5WP is designed
for pulling, pushing, and trolley and wheeling equipment with 2 straight back wheels and 2 wheel front wheel casters. Grab the CC5WP front rotating side custer of the cart with custom steel attachments generally designed by one of our application engineers. Steel attachment bolts to an electric lift kit that enhances and lowers this attachment. This move of
raising and lowering has two benefits: one, allowing the operator to get comfortable and quickly connect to their cart. And two, it transfers weight from cart to CartCaddydrive tires for the extra traction required in moving heavier loads. These trolleys typically range from 3,000 pounds to 10,000 pounds in weight. Further, plans for theCaddy5WP Card Move
Cart include a cart with two front swimming custers and two rear right custers. CartCaddy5WP scramble attached to rotation Finish and provides the necessary power to easily turn and maneuver. These trolleys can carry a variety of devices, but regardless of whether parts or equipment are moved, our motor scramble has the power to squeeze or kill almost
any heavy basket. Moving trolleys up to 10,000 pounds 36 volts 3 battery system is quickly connected to each cart without installing two guns in the cart 0-3 miles per hour forward/reverse charger works with 120/220 Hz CartCaddy5WP output designed for pulling, pushing, and manuvering trolleys and wheeling equipment with 2 straight back wheels and 2
front turning casters. Grab the CC5WP front rotating side custer of the cart with custom steel attachments generally designed by one of our application engineers. Steel attachment bolts to an electric lift kit that enhances and lowers this attachment. This move of raising and lowering has two benefits: one, allowing the operator to get comfortable and quickly
connect to their cart. And two, it transfers weight from cart to CartCaddydrive tires for the extra traction required in moving heavier loads. These trolleys typically range from 3,000 pounds to 10,000 pounds in weight. Further, plans for theCaddy5WP Card Move Cart include a cart with two front swimming custers and two rear right custers. The CartCaddy5WP
scramble connects to the rotating custer end and provides the necessary power to easily turn and maneuver. These trolleys can carry a variety of devices, but regardless of whether parts or equipment are moved, our motor scramble has the power to squeeze or kill almost any heavy basket. TheCaddy5WP Cart Cart Features Mover and Specs
1.CartCaddy5WP comes standard with a 36-volt system, 3 12 volt batteries, designed to operator 16 hours of continuous use, without moving the load, before recharging. A large amount of battery life usually lasts two shifts. 2.The Mover card has variable speeds getting a twist for forward direction and reversing from 0 to 3 mph. The variable speed feature
ergonomically corrects the carpal tunnel and allows the operator to maintain smooth control while complexly maneuvering the load. CartCaddy5W's ability to go 3 mph allows the device to hold up with the operator without the frustration of waiting for a operating car slowly when operating the mover from point A to B through your facility. 3.Safety stop switch
located behind mover cart handle bar box immediately stops the device when pressed to avoid any possible damage from operating the device. This feature should be used when purchasing any piece of equipment. 4.Electric lift option and custom attachment prevent you from having to build multiple attachments in each of your cart or equipment. The
CartCaddy5WP arm lowers and enhances its cart to connect tightly to the bottom. The weight is transferred from your cart to the front drive wheel of cartCaddy5WP for better traction when Your cart. 5.Caddy5WP Card Mover card is designed for easy and thrust maneuvering of your loads. After the arm is tightly attached to your cart or equipment, Mover
Cart can be axial full 180 degrees under the arm. This feature allows to convert your loads full 90 degrees without your cart knitted jack or manually turn your cart front. Features standard steel tubular frame of 1500 pounds. Diffial / Transaxle High-Tech Neutral Speed Control Throttle Brake Acceleration Adjustable / Brake 36v(3) 105 Amps Battery Variable
Speed Warp Catch 0-3 mph Forward / Reverse Non-Marking Rubber Battery Gauge Automatic Charger Optional Feature 5 Wheel Wheel Custom Attachment Safety Stop Switch and Guard Foam Kit Filled Rubber: Aggressive Tread or Non-Marking Rubber Maintenance or Gel Cell Battery Safety Horn Safety Light Two Wheel Scramble Built-in Battery Charge
High Output Basket Transmission Two Wheel Controller Two-WheelEd Drive Kit Steering Power Kit Extra Weight
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